
Wi-Fi Access 
Gateway (WAG)

Solution Brief

End users have high expectations these days when it comes to WiFi.  In response, WiFi networks 
need to become more sophisticated in subscriber management and control, security, mobility, and 
quality of experience capabilities. To address these needs in a simple, unified, consistent manner 
across the WiFi network, businesses use a WiFi Access Gateway (WAG).  A WAG also enables the use 
of cost-effective WiFi Access Points (APs) or multi-vendor WiFi networks without having to compro-
mise on functionality.  

Benu Networks’ WAG is used in a variety of deployment uses cases including Public / Community 
WiFi, Mobile Network Offload, Smart Cities, Venue WiFi, Hospitality WiFi, Multi-Dwelling Units (MDU). 
All of these environments have a common theme: a large volume of guest WiFi users.  While en-
terprise WiFi solutions primarily serve the needs of employees, they are not well-suited for serving 
large guest WiFi populations.  The Benu WAG provides the market-leading solution for WiFi net-
works that have a large number of guest users as well as a diverse user base of employees, part-
ners, and IoT devices. 

Benu’s WAG simplifies:
• Distributed WiFi networks in multiple physical locations
• Networks that require enhanced security
• Administration of subscriber policies
• Multi-vendor WiFi networks

The Benu WAG solution provides a rich feature set that adds to WiFi network capabilities and sim-
plifies overall management:  
• Multi-vendor WiFi aggregation via Soft-GRE; GRE over UDP; L2TPv3; or regular VLANs from the 

CPE/WiFi access points
• Subscriber authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) proxy and load-balancing
• Policy enforcement per access point, per VLAN, or per subscriber
• Access controls and advanced Quality of Service (QoS)
• Best-in-class mobility for guest WiFi users
• Application and service steering
• Scalable routing
• Carrier-grade NAT and stateful firewall 
• High-scale DHCP server
• Full IPv6 support and variety of dual IPv4/IPv6 combinations
• Content filtering and malware/phishing protection 
• Service function chaining 
• Lawful intercept support 
• Analytics and statistics
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Use Cases
Benu Networks’ WAG is used in a variety of deployment uses cases: 

U S E  C A S E D E S C R I P T I O N B E N E F I T S

Public / Community 
WiFi 

Service providers provide a WiFi 
hotspot network across existing home, 
business, and/or outdoor WiFi networks

• Builds brand: users see operator’s SSID 
everywhere

• Increases subscriber retention:  subscribers 
benefit from easy, free out-of-home WiFi 
access

• Easy upsell to managed networks services:  
guest WiFi, network security, LTE backup, 
etc

Mobile Network 
Offload

3GPP cellular network operators can 
offload mobile traffic to WiFi networks 
while maintaining subscriber visibility 
and management

• Fill in coverage gaps: particularly inside 
buildings

• Reduce network load: improves subscriber 
network speeds 

Smart Cities Cities use WiFi to support Internet-of-
Things (IoT) monitoring and automation 
related to utility billing, traffic, parking, 
public transport, public safety, and 
street lighting.

• Reduces operations costs: increased 
automation

• Improves constituent satisfaction: more 
efficient delivery of city services

• Green: reduces waste in transportation 
costs

Venue WiFi Provide critical amenity for convention 
centers, stadiums, shopping malls, 
airports and train stations

• Improves customer satisfaction
• Reduces operations costs: support IoT for 

automation
• Revenue opportunities: enable commerce 

opportunities, location-based services, and 
sponsored WiFi opportunities

Hospitality WiFi Consistent WiFi services in rooms, 
common areas, meeting rooms, and 
ballrooms.  

• Improves customer satisfaction and 
retention

• Reduces operations costs: support IoT for 
automation

• Revenue opportunities: upsell enhanced 
broadband Internet support

Multi-Dwelling Units 
(MDU)

Apartment complexes, retirement 
homes, university housing, and military 
housing all need support for tenant 
WiFi, guest WiFi, staff WiFi, and often 
IoT.  

• Support wide user base: create separate 
“networks” on single physical WiFi 
infrastructure

• Control and visibility of individual subscribers: 
don’t treat the MDU as just one large 
wholesale subscriber

• Improve tenant satisfaction: seamless WiFi 
mobility and services

• Reduce operational costs: IoT for automation
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Public WiFi, Mobile Network Offload, and Smart Cities
Public WiFi
Public WiFi and Mobile Network Offload solutions must provide flexible authentication capabilities 
to support different types of subscribers.  For public WiFi, users should be able to easily access the 
authentication portal and thereafter automatically connect to all WiFi APs in the public network, rather 
than having to re-login at each AP.  Service providers should be able to institute policies, such as time 
duration for access (from minutes to months) or total data consumption (from 1MB to unlimited).  
Benu Networks WAG supports all of these intelligent authentication and authorization schemes in a 
simplified, centralized manner. 

Given public WiFi networks often span different types of WiFi APs – ranging from residential-grade 
to enterprise and outdoor - the user experience can be very inconsistent depending on the features 
supported by each WiFi model number.  And even the most advanced APs are limited in capabilities, 
particularly advanced security on a per-user basis.  Using Benu’s WAG enables advanced per-user 
features and security consistently across all different types of WiFi APs.  

Figure 1a: Independent WiFi access points (APs) act as islands, providing a poor user experience that 
requires repeated authentication at each AP, no mobility, no ability to provider per device or per user 
policies, and no consistency of user experience across APs. 

Figure 1b: Benu WAG enables automatic authentication, full mobility, per user and per device policies, 
and a consistent user experience, while greatly simplifying management for the service provider.  For 
Mobile Network Offload, the WAG connects each subscriber via 3GPP Release 13 GTP tunnels to the 
mobile operator network.  
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Public WiFi can also be leveraged by network operators to provide managed Guest WiFi for retail 
establishments.  Consider the restaurant use case in which the network operator provides both a 
WiFi service for its own subscribers as well as a Guest WiFi experience for restaurant customers.  This 
enables the network operator to monetize their pubic WiFi deployments, and provide value add services 
to the restaurant owner.  One such value add would be to prohibit users from using WiFi more than 
30 minutes during the lunch rush, minimizing the risk of “squatters” taking up valuable table space 
without making a purchase.  

Mobile Offload
Benu Networks supports Mobile Network Offload, in which WiFi connections interwork with 4G/5G mobile 
core networks.  Offload traffic is provided over a separate SSID on the WiFi AP and tunneled back to the 
Benu SD-Edge platform, much like is done in public WiFi deployments.  In these deployments, the Benu 
platform is referred to as a Trusted Wireless Access Gateway (TWAG).  Authentication procedures are 
based on an EAP (EAP-AKA or EAP-SIM) and 3GPP AAA server or the AAA proxy STa reference interface, 
enabling the 4G/5G mobile core to authenticate the user via their subscriber identity module (SIM).  The 
TWAG application provides data interworking with mobile packet core using a 4G based S2a interface 
to the PDN-GW. 

Service providers offering Public WiFi or Mobile Network Offload are legally required to support “Lawful 
Intercept”, which is the ability to provide law enforcement organizations access to subscriber’s online 
activity and even tap connections for voice, video, and data content.  WiFi APs do not have this capability.  
Benu’s WAG supports Lawful Intercept and its associated interfaces.  

Smart Cities
Finally, over-the-top solutions, like Smart Cities, that use 3rd-party access networks can lose visibility 
into which network traffic is from which user or device.  Using Benu’s WAG, a Smart City can tunnel 
layer 2 connections from each WiFi AP and thereby maintain end-user and device visibility, policies, 
and management.  For example, public safety security camera feeds should have priority over parking 
data, but these same camera feeds might need to be rate-limited to not overload time-sensitive traffic 
light operations.  Benu’s WAG provides a comprehensive solution for network micro-segmentation, 
advanced security, and network traffic prioritization for different user types and IoT devices. 
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Venues and Hospitality
Venues such as stadiums, convention centers, transportation centers, malls have a highly mobile user 
base.  Hotels and resorts also have customers walking throughout the building.  Mobility becomes 
essential for WiFi services and many WiFi APs have limited capabilities to provide mobility for guest 
users who typically access the network through a redirect portal.  Guests should not have to repeatedly 
re-login as they move to different parts of the building throughout the day, and active voice, video and 
data sessions should continue uninterrupted.  Benu’s WAG solution ensures everyone has seamless 
mobility, even guests who login via a portal rather than using a WEP/WPA key, and even when massive 
number of users are moving about the building.  

Venues and hospitality buildings will only have one physical WiFi network, but there is a critical need to 
support multiple “logical” WiFi networks – one for each user group: internal staff, 3rd party vendors or 
providers, end customers, and Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices.  Each user group should have different 
levels of access to network resources, different security policies, and different traffic prioritization 
and/or mobility policies.  Benu’s WAG solution provide micro-segmentation of network traffic to keep 
user groups separate, and per-user policies ensure proper security, mobility and traffic management.  

Benu’s WAG reduces the overall cost of the WiFi network by providing integrated DHCP server, AAA 
proxy, routing, and stateful firewall and network address translation (NAT) support.   This eliminates 
the need for separate router, firewall, DHCP elements.  Benu’s WAG supports these functions at high 
scale, which is essential for large venues such as stadiums, airports and train stations that have many 
users coming (and going) in a short period of time.  

The option to have a family-friendly environment is often highly desired, so Benu’s WAG has the option 
to prevent guests from viewing adult content.  Furthermore, phishing and malware protection can be 
provided, a vital requirement for internal staff so they do not open up the private network to security 
intrusions.  
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Figure 2: Benu WAG provides secure micro-segmentation of subscriber traffic, and reducing overall costs 
by providing integrated DHCP server, AAA proxy, carrier-grade router, NAT and firewall. 
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Figure 3: Benu WAG supports the most advanced type of Quality of Service (QoS): hierarchical QoS.  In the example 
above, staff/vendors get allocated 4 Gbps, and Guests get 6 Gbps. Meanwhile, within these limits, each user is guaranteed 
a subset of the bandwidth but can burst if excess bandwidth is available.  Staff/vendor users have specific applications 
(like point-of-sale transactions) prioritized within their bandwidth limits, while guest users have a different scheme for 
application prioritization.

Figure 4: Benu Operations Subscriber Simulator (BOSS) is an optional tool that offers real-time monitoring 
of subscriber performance.   This is particularly valuable in venues and hospitality settings where customer 
satisfaction is heavily impacted by Internet performance.  

Another challenge for venues and hospitality is managing traffic prioritization.  Often the internal 
network has 10Gbps or 1Gbps speeds, but the Internet connection is usually slower.  This can result 
in low priority guest traffic overwhelming more critical venue operations traffic, particularly if the 
venue uses any Internet cloud-based applications.  With Benu’s WAG, high bandwidth photo uploads 
to social media won’t impact critical venue or hospitality operations.  In fact, the most advanced type 
of Quality of Service (QoS) – hierarchical QoS – can be configured so that multiple layers of user and 
application rate-limiting are performed. 

Finally, many businesses want to understand the actual network performance that employees and 
guests are experiencing.   This is crucial for the hospitality segment which can receive bad reviews if 
Internet performance is poor.  Benu Operations Subscriber Simulator (BOSS) provides software virtual 
machines that can be installed anywhere in the network and will then simulate end-user traffic to 
measure the end-to-end performance.  Portal authentication time, DHCP, DNS, and HTTP/s response 
times are examples of protocols that can be monitored to understand end-user Internet performance.
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Multiple-Dwelling Units (MDUs)
MDUs have complex requirements to support a broad array of user types, typically on a single WiFi 
network.  Carriers and/or MDU managers have a revenue opportunity to provide Internet broadband 
access.  Benu’s WAG provides the ability to automate the sign-up and on-boarding process of new 
tenants.  For example, the public WiFi network can provide a redirect portal with the option to log on 
as a guest (with temporary timed access) or sign up for private WiFi service within the living unit.  In 
the latter case, the user is redirected to a sign-up page and after completion, the service is activated.  
No phone calls and no waiting for equipment (if pre-installed).  Furthermore, the sign-up page can 
upsell customers to more than just Internet access, such as advanced security packages, parental 
filtering, malware and phishing protection, or higher bandwidth support.  

In addition, Benu’s WAG allows MDUs to create different profiles with unique policies on a unified WiFi 
infrastructure.  Staff, IoT devices, residential tenants, businesses, and guests are all possible profiles 
that could be enabled on any given WiFi AP and can all have different policies.  With advanced HQoS 
(see Figure 4), Internet bandwidth can be carefully managed across user groups, individual users, and 
per application.  
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Figure 5: Benu WAG supports multiple profiles on a single WiFi network, enforcing different policies related to 
traffic segmentation (e.g. inter or intra-AP traffic communication), SSID configuration, mobility, guest WiFi with 
vouchers or not, etc.  

Similar to venue and hospitality deployments, the Benu WAG reduces cost of the overall solution by 
integrating the DHCP server, router, NAT, and stateful firewall capabilities.  
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Figure 6: Benu’s WAG supports all different types of Layer 1 and Layer 2 technologies for MDU deployments, 
and can be deployed remotely in a data center, in a single location for a campus of buildings, or on the 
individual building premise.  

Benu WAG can be used in MDUs that have PON or DOCSIS in the building, or just Ethernet infrastructure.  
In the case of PON or DOCSIS, traffic is first terminated by the Optical Line Terminator (OLT) or Cable 
Modem Termination System (CMTS), and then the Benu WAG handles all of the WiFi and IP traffic.  
Typically the OLT and CMTS are in a carrier’s central office, so the WAG usually sits either in their 
network or in over-the-top deployments, would sit in managed service provider’s data center.  With 
Ethernet networks, the WAG can be located either on-site or remotely.  
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Benu Networks is a leading software and solutions provider, simplifying the industry’s most complex 
edge networks. With a comprehensive set of products and innovative solutions, Benu Networks delivers 
solutions to instantly transform legacy networks, elastically manage services, and carve the path to 5G.

About Benu Networks



C A T E G O R Y T E C H N I C A L  I S S U E S B E N U  W A G  S O L U T I O N A P P L I C A B L E 
S O L U T I O N

U S E R 
B A S E

Mobility Guest users must repeatedly access login portal at each Wi-Fi AP Tracks each Wi-Fi connection so guest users must only authenticate once, 
enabling access across all APs but while still restricting access to guest resources.  
This enhances the user experience and decreases load on the authentication 
server.  Flexible authentication policies allow access to be restricted after a con-
figurable time duration or total data usage.

Public, Venue, Hospitality, 
MDU

Guests

802.1x authentication takes too long for fast mobility across APs in 
different networks

Eliminates some of the 802.1x messages to enable fast roaming across APs, even 
when in different networks with different IP address scopes

Public All users

New IP address assigned at each AP Maintains the same IP address for the user throughout the Wi-Fi network, so 
cloud-based applications, VoIP, and VPN connections will continue uninterrupted. 

Public, Mobile Offload, 
Venue, Hospitality, MDU

All users

Session mobility for guests not possible because they cannot use 
802.11r fast roaming

Full mobility for guest Wi-Fi Public, Mobile Offload, 
Venue, Hospitality, MDU

Guests

Visibility to 
users behind 
NAT or for 
Over-the-Top 
services

Wi-Fi users are behind NAT of CPE, so they cannot be identified Has visibility to individual user devices (e.g. MAC addresses), so the service pro-
vider can distinguish private from public users

Public, Smart Cities, Mo-
bile Offload

All users

Layer 3 boundary in access network eliminates visibility to subscrib-
ers, so no per-user policies to address different user types and 
subscription levels

By tunneling traffic across the 3rd-party access network, the service provider, 
smart city, or business can implement per user and per device policies, such 
as network traffic micro-segmentation, per-user control and security, per-user 
content controls, etc. 

Public, Smart Cities, Mo-
bile Offload

All users

Not possible to do “lawful intercept” as required by law enforcement 
for users behind NAT

Compliant to “lawful intercept” policies and associated interfaces Public, Mobile Offload All users

Cost savings High-scale AAA server required Maintains user authentication status so authentication messages to the AAA are 
minimized

Public, Venue, Hospitality Guests

High-scale DHCP server Provides high-scale DHCP at 4000 trans/second Public, Venue, Hospitality, 
MDU

All users

Firewall & NAT (to Internet) Provides carrier-class firewall and NAT to the Internet All All users

Router (to Internet or internally) Provides full router functionality (OSPF, BGP, IS-IS, RIP, MPLS, Static) All All users

Security Captive portal can be attacked Captive portal DoS protection Public, Venue, Hospitality Guests

AP does not support walled garden access for unauthenticated users Walled garden access for unauthenticated users but without exposing network to 
Denial of Service (DoS) or other attacks

Public, Venue, Hospitality, 
MDU

Guests

Parental / content filtering, malware & phishing prevention Parental / content filtering, malware & phishing prevention Public, Mobile Offload, 
Venue, MDU

All

Guests' network traffic overwhelms private network traffic, particular-
ly cloud-based Internet applications used by the private network. 

Hierarchical Quality of Support (HQoS) to provide advanced bandwidth manage-
ment to Internet

All All

CPE 
limitations

May not segment traffic from different SSIDs, exposing private net-
work to public/guest users

Micro-segmentation of network traffic to keep user types separate Public, Smart Cities, Ven-
ue, Hospitality, MDU

All users

No portal redirect or poor performance of guest Wi-Fi authentication High-performance guest Wi-Fi portal authentication Public, Venue, Hospitality Guests

No support for device-specific policies based on authenticated vs un-
authenticated, thereby exposing authentication platforms to attack

Specific policies and protections against un-authenticated users Public, Venue, Hospitality Guests

Analytics Analytics vary in multi-vendor AP deployments, making it impossible 
to provide aggregate stats

Provides single source for standardized analytics All All users

Must be collected from each AP, taking bandwidth away from 
end-users

No impact on end-user bandwidth All All users

Individual subscriber stats spread across APs, so difficult to correlate Consolidated stats for each subscriber All All users

End-to-end subscriber application performance unknown Benu BOSS tool provides subscriber application performance monitoring All All users
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